Scientific report – UPEA – 2021
This scientific report concerns the project “Understanding: phenomenal and epistemic
aspects”, whose project director is Andrei Ionuţ Mărăşoiu. The project (code PN-III-P1-1.1-PD2019-0535) is financially supported by a grant of the Romanian Ministry of Education and
Research, CNCS - UEFISCDI, under the PNCDI III scheme. It is hosted by the University of
Bucharest’s Research Institute – Social Sciences Unit (ICUB-SSU), and the project director’s
mentor is acad. prof. dr. Mircea Dumitru. The webpage devoted to the project is
https://upea.andreimarasoiu.com, and it is linked to http://www.icub.unibuc.ro, the hosting
institute’s webpage.
The project concerns the issue of how the phenomenology and the epistemology of
understanding relate to each other, especially considering the possibility that the nature of
understanding might vary from one epistemic context to another, and that the associated
phenomenally conscious experiences had in understanding may similarly be widely varied.
The 2021 project stage was concerned with identifying the variety of epistemic norms at
play in understanding and the ways in which such norm-selection depends on the context of
inquiry. The main result achieved with respect to this goal is made concrete by the manuscript
“Understanding selective semantic impairments” (more details concerning its conception and role
are given below). With respect to a specific case study, that of selective semantic impairments (i.e.,
cognitive deficits, a selective form of both semantic dementia and agnosia), Andrei explored
different notions of “scientific understanding” and compared them using a mix of conceptual
analysis, case study and metascientific analysis. The project is inherently interdisciplinary, as
researching selective semantic impairments mixed clinical studies, large-scale hypotheses
concerning cognitive architecture and typical semantic function, as well as simulations of human
conceptual deployment using neural networks and models thereof. What follows is an account both
of how this study was undertaken, and how it is related to a wider array of philosophical topics
and investigations concerning the metaphysical and metaepistemological nature of understanding.
The purport of this study with respect to the phenomenology of understanding is explored in the
talk “Need grasp be conscious?” delivered in June 2021 (more details about its conception and
purport are likewise provided below).
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In 2021, Andrei organized two international conferences as part of his project activity. Both
were held online because of the pandemic. Many of the talks are available to the general public
via the Department for Theoretical Philosophy at the University of Bucharest’s YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOgUq3dN8CXI4L6DhZT1f_Q. For both conferences,
Andrei corresponded with speakers, set the schedule, announced the event on PhilEvents.org,
Philos-L, on the department’s Facebook page, send the details to UB PR to post on the University’s
index page, managed conference registrations, was a virtual host for the event, and followed-up
with authors concerning the possibility of a sequel volume.
The first conference was called “Bridges between the epistemology and the
phenomenology of understanding” and was held May 13-14, 2021. Details are available at:
https://philevents.org/event/show/89998 The program included:

Thursday, May 13
3.30pm Ro / 8.30am EST Opening remarks (Mircea Dumitru, Constantin Stoenescu)
4pm Ro / 9am EST Mircea Dumitru (U. Bucharest), “Knowledge and Understanding
Between the Analytic Approach and the Knowledge First Approach. Is Becoming Aware
of What One Knows Validated by the KK Principle?”
5pm Ro / 10am EST Stephen Grimm (Fordham), “Knowledge, Understanding, KnowHow, and Wisdom: An Epistemic Guide”
6pm Ro / 11am EST Catherine Elgin (Harvard, keynote speaker), “Awareness,
Apperception, and Understanding”
7pm Ro / 12pm EST Kareem Khalifa (Middlebury), “Should Friends and Frenemies of
Understanding be Friends?”
8pm Ro / 1pm EST David Bourget (UWO), “Understanding and phenomenology”
9pm Ro / 2pm EST Daniel Wilkenfeld (Pittsburgh), “Simply Understanding the World:
Patterns and Compression”

Friday, May 14
4pm Ro / 9am EST Sorin Costreie (U. Bucharest), “Russell’s Acquaintance: Logic vs.
Epistemology”
5pm Ro / 10am EST Andrei Mărăşoiu (U. Bucharest), “Understanding: Conscious
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Experience and Epistemic Norms”
6pm Ro / 11am EST James Cargile (UVa, keynote speaker), “Identifying Assertions and
Predications”
7pm Ro / 12pm EST Finnur Dellsén (U. Iceland), “Gaining Understanding”
8pm Ro / 1pm EST Monica Solomon (Stanford), ” Understanding vs. Imagination: The
Role of Mathematics in Thought Experiments”
The second conference was called “Understanding II” and was held November 23-24,
2021. Details are available at: https://philevents.org/event/show/94225 The program included:

Tuesday, November 23
3.45pm Opening remarks (Mircea Dumitru)
4pm Mircea Dumitru (University of Bucharest), "Understanding and Reasoning"
5pm David Bourget (University of Western Ontario), "The Cognitive Role of
Consciousness"
6pm Daniel Wilkenfeld (University of Pittsburgh), "Understanding Necessarily and
Understanding Actually"
7pm Duncan Pritchard (University of California at Irvine), "The Value(s) of
Understanding"
8pm Emma Gordon (University of Glasgow), "Enhancing Understanding"

Wednesday, November 24
4pm Andrei Moldovan (Universidad de Salamanca), "Technical Language as Evidence of
Expertise"
5pm Paulina Sliwa (University of Vienna), "Moral Inquiry"
6pm Andrei Mărăşoiu (University of Bucharest), "Understanding Selective Semantic
Impairments"
7pm Christopher Kelp (University of Glasgow), "Moral Understanding"
8pm Sorin Bangu (University of Bergen), "Factivism in Historical Perspective:
(Mis)Understanding the Gravitational Deflection of Light"
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A follow-up volume is projected to be submitted as a proposal to a good publishing house
internationally or in Romania when enough authors have their final texts ready. Authors who have
so far agreed to having their work appear in the volume include Catherine Elgin (Harvard), Henk
de Regt (Nijmegen), Mircea Dumitru (U. Bucharest) and Christopher Kelp (Glasgow).
Throughout 2021, Andrei gave 12 talks, listed below. In each (except for the public lecture
given June 8, which was an outreach event), he made sure to recognize the postdoctoral support
granted by UEFISCDI. Although the topics covered vary, most of them clearly relate to the
postdoctoral project. Andrei would be eager to explain how they all do if useful. Because of the
pandemic, all talks were given online.
•

“Understanding selective semantic impairments”, Understanding II, University of
Bucharest (cf. details above), November 24

•

“Counterfactuals in Historical Narratives” in the Modality and Counterfactuals
workshop organized by Alexandru Dragomir as part of his postdoctoral research
grant CNCS-UEFISCDI, PN-III-P1-1.1-PD-2019-0004 within PNCDI III at the
University of Bucharest, November 10

•

“A virtue epistemology for rules of deduction”, in the After Justice: John Rawls’
Legacy in the 21st Century international conference organized by the Faculty of
Philosophy at the University of Bucharest on November 6.
Also presented at the Virtue epistemology and the problem of modal
knowledge workshop organized by Alexandru Dragomir as part of his postdoctoral
research grant CNCS-UEFISCDI, PN-III-P1-1.1-PD-2019-0004 within PNCDI III
on June 2.

•

“Avoiding (some of) the hard questions”, in EPSA ’21: European Philosophy of
Science Association, Università di Torino, September 17.

•

“Need grasp be conscious?”, in the Aristotelian Society in open session, University
of Hertfordshire, July 16-18. Recording available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSGBHukPc2Y

•

“ 'I never said that!' – What Is Plausible Deniability?”, in the Theoretical and
empirical challenges to retraction workshop organized by Dan Zeman (University
of Warsaw) as part of the “Semantic Relativism about Perspectival Expressions: A
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Reassessment and Defense” (OPUS 17 project no. 2019/33/B/HS1/01269). Details
available at: https://danzeman.weebly.com/retraction-workshop.html
•

“Despre revelațiile intelectuale: e nevoie de experiența conștientă?” (in Romanian,
open lecture), as part of the “Banchetul filosofic” outreach event organized by the
Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Bucharest, June 8. Recording available
at:

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl_KlG6uDcg

“Transformările eşuate şi sinele fragmentat” (in Romanian), in the Conferinţele
Bucureşti-Chişinău II: identitate şi valori culturale în context european, organized
by professor Sergiu Matveev at Universitatea de Stat din Moldova, June 4.

•

“Identitate şi imagine de sine” (in Romanian), in the national conference Tradiție
şi inovație ȋn educație organized by Școala Superioară Comercială „Nicolae
Kretzulescu” on April 24.

•

“Understanding: conscious experience and epistemic norms”, in the Bridges
between the epistemology and the phenomenology of understanding international
conference I organized at the University of Bucharest (details above), May 14.
Also presented in the Topics in Analytic Philosophy 4 workshop organized
by Milan Jovanović, Miljana Milojević, Adrian Briciu and Dan Zeman at
the University

of

Niš,

February

17.

Details

available

at:

https://danzeman.weebly.com/topics-in-analytic-philosophy-4.html
As part of his project activity, Andrei also organized a series called “Workshops in
Understanding” virtually,

hosted by

ICUB-Humanities.

Details

may be found

at:

https://icub.unibuc.ro/2021/03/16/workshops-in-understanding/ For Spring 2021, the speaker
lineup was the following:
April 14, 5pm: Andreea Popescu (SNSPA & University of Bucharest) “Overdetermination
and Successfully Carrying out an Intention”
April 28, 5pm: Paula Tomi (Polytechnic University of Bucharest & University of
Bucharest) “A Critical Perspective on Thomasson’s Metaphysical Deflationism”
May 12, 5pm: Marian Călborean (University of Bucharest) “Logicalism in the study of
natural language”
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May 26, 5pm: Mihai Rusu (USAMV Cluj-Napoca/ Babeș Bolyai University) “Modal
knowledge and the source of modality”
June 9, 6pm: Bogdan Dumitrescu (University of Bucharest) “Eternalism, time travel and
Ludovician compossibility: A defense of David Lewis’ response to the Grandfather
Paradox”
In April 2021, Andrei published a book chapter titled “Virtuous epistemic life and the value
of understanding” in the volume Deontologie academică şi etică aplicată, edited by George
Colang at Eikon Publishing. In December 2020, following the submission of the previous activity
report, two other texts written by Andrei were published: “Intellectual virtues and biased
understanding” in Journal of Philosophical Research 45, pp. 97-113, and, respectively, “Blaming
dirty looks” in the International Journal of Applied Philosophy 34, pp. 123-136.
An important part of Andrei’s 2021 activity was his research visit with professor Henk de
Regt in Nijmegen in September 2021. The visit was with Radboud University, more specifically
with its Institute for Science and Society. A separate activity report has been devoted to this visit,
filed immediately upon return. I will here mention only the key progress that this visit resulted in:
a manuscript currently under review, “Understanding selective semantic impairments”. The
manuscript, jointly with “Need grasp be conscious?”, the talk delivered at the Aristotelian Society,
form the core of how Andrei’s project developed over 2021, moving beyond his “Understanding:
epistemic norms and conscious experience” presented in the May conference.
Starting October 2020, Andrei is an Assistant Lecturer in Theoretical Philosophy at the
University of Bucharest. In this new capacity, he is now responsible for organizing a series of
talks, under the auspices of the Department of Theoretical Philosophy and CELFIS, the Center for
Logic, Philosophy and History of Science at the University of Bucharest. The talks for 2020 were
co-organized with professor Gheorghe Ştefanov. The talks held over Fall 2021 are also listed at
https://philevents.org/event/show/93365. For both Spring 2021 and Fall 2021, the talks given as
part of this conference series are as follows, scheduled by semesters:

Spring 2021
15 February: Mircea Flonta (University of Bucharest) „Cunoașterea şi valorile ca lumi
polare şi interdependente” (in Romanian)
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22 February: Rina Tinzman (Ben-Gurion University of Negev) „Your depression is (not)
unlike mine: mental disorders and natural kinds”
15 March: Mircea Dumitru (University of Bucharest & Romanian Academy) „A Free
Logic for Fictionalism? On Failed Reference in Meaningful Discourse”
29 March: Bogdan Dumitrescu (University of Bucharest) „Metaphysics of Time and
Freedom: Comments on Carl Hoefer’s Inside Out Perspective”
5 April: Nicoleta Bartunnek (independent researcher) „A few thoughts on later
Wittgenstein and quasi-realism”
19 April: Andrew Morgan (University of Alabama at Birmingham) & Ralph di Giovanni
(Auburn University) „Disability rights, selective abortion and expressive acts”
26 April: Dan Zeman (University of Warsaw) „Slurs and the Lexicon: Meaning Variation
as Polysemy Resolution”
17 May: Dana Jalobeanu (University of Bucharest) „Bubbles, bladders and the “folds of
matter”: onthe interplay between experimentation and metaphysics in Baconian
natural and experimental histories”
24 May: Adrian Luduşan (Babeş Bolyai University) „A multiset interpretation of noneliminative structuralism”
31 May: Alexandru Dragomir (University of Bucharest) „Intellectual virtues and the
epistemology of modality”
14 June: Paula Tomi (University of Bucharest & Polytechnic University of Bucharest), „Is
Dialetheism the only way out for Deflationism?”

Fall 2021
13 October: Michele Friend (George Washington University & Université de Lille NordEurope), “The Significance of Casting the Relativity Theories in First-Order ZFC”
18 October: Mona Simion (University of Glasgow), “A Puzzle for the Normativity of
Inquiry”
25 October: Ana-Maria Creţu (University of Bristol), “Perspectival Instruments”
3 November: Derek Lam (University of Wisconsin at Whitewater), “Not Being Sure of
Myself”
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15 November: Barbu Revencu (Central European University), “Stand-for Relations in
Human Communication: Architecture & Evidence”
22 November, Monday, 8pm local time: Dana Jalobeanu (University of Bucharest),
“Burning-glasses from magic to science: the anatomy of a turning point”
29 November, Monday, 8pm local time: David Kovacs (Tel Aviv University), “Toward an
ontology of nations”
(For the rest of the year, two more talks are scheduled):
13 December, Monday, 8pm local time: Henk de Regt (Radboud University, Nijmegen)
20 December, Monday, 8pm local time: Richard David-Rus (Romanian Academy)

At the start of each of the talks, Andrei acknowledges with gratitude the support received
from UEFISCDI via his postdoctoral grant, given that these talks help illuminate topics connected
with his research. This series of talks is a first step toward building research networks that may
help foster interdisciplinary dialogue concerning the variety of forms which understanding may
assume, and what commonalities they might share, at an experiential or constitutively epistemic
level.
Over 2021, Andrei also did community service, serving as a reviewer for Studies in History
and Philosophy of Science and Annals of the University of Bucharest, Philosophy section. He has
also been a part, throughout 2021, of the editorial team for the Romanian Journal of Analytic
Philosophy.
Andrei is grateful for a busy 2021, and happy to see his project flourish. His research
activity – focused on the metaphysics and epistemology of understanding – would without doubt
have been much less robust had it not been for the generous postdoctoral grant offered by
UEFISCDI.
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